Hand Grip Dynamometry as Prognostic and Predictive Marker in Older Patients With Cancer
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Abstract

Muscle strength as measured by hand grip dynamometer is a simple, fast and validated test which correlates well with other measures of functional capacity including six-minute walk test, Barthel index and independence with activities of daily living. Elderly patients with advanced cancer represent a subset of population that is specially predisposed to loss of muscle strength. Low muscle strength has also been associated with poor quality of life, increased cardiovascular mortality, non-cardiovascular mortality and all-cause mortality, which is independent of diagnosis. This could have important implications for future studies which may use hand grip strength as the sole measure of functional capacity in predicting morbidity and mortality and avoiding complex questionnaires and other time consuming tests. Jamar hand dynamometer is a commonly used device and is considered an industry standard in current practice. Periodic assessment may help in predicting at risk population and early referral to strength training program may help obviate the negative health effects of low muscle strength. Despite its ease and predictive power however, hand grip dynamometry remains grossly underutilized. Increased awareness of this simple technology will go a long way in making cost effective health related treatment plans for future patients with advanced cancer.

Improvement of skeletal muscle function with nutritional support usually precedes an improvement in anthropometric indices and thus tests of skeletal muscle function are more sensitive in determining the effectiveness of treatment in short term [6]. Several powerful tools to measure muscle strength are available, ranging from bioelectric impedance, Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) and mid-thigh computed tomography (mCT). DEXA and mCT are very accurate but expensive and complicated tests. Bioelectric impedance on the other hand is a simple test but less reliable, especially in underweight patients [7].

Muscle strength can also be determined by means of isokinetic and hand-held dynamometers. Isokinetic dynamometers can measure muscle strength over multiple planes and velocities and thus are more accurate determinant of actual physical status, however it suffers from lack of portability, cost effectiveness and ease of use [8]. Even though, hand dynamometer measures upper body strength, it functions as a good surrogate for generalized muscle strength as it correlates well with strength of other muscle groups [2].

HGS has been studied in the elderly population and low HGS is associated with a multitude of negative health effects. HGS has been shown in observational studies to be a predictor of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality and non-cardiovascular mortality [9]. Assessment for independence in activities of daily living (ADL) is an integral part of any comprehensive geriatric assessment. Several studies have found association between ADLs and HGS. Matsui et al. in their study of 347 patients showed that maximal HGS was associated with independence in ADLs [10]. A large prospective cohort study of over 2400 patients studied HGS over a seven-year period and found HGS as
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Introduction

Muscle strength is a strong determinant in maintaining functional independence in geriatric patients [1]. Sarcopenia, defined as decreased muscle strength, is associated with functional limitations affecting exercise capacity, walking speed and also is a risk factor for falls, frailty, disability and even death [1,2].

Patients with advanced cancer represent a subset that is at significant risk of sarcopenia due to cachexia and skeletal muscle wasting [3]. Irrespective of cancer stage and cachexia, cancer patients have significant impairments in muscle strength as compared to healthy controls when matched by age, sex, body mass index and physical activity level [4]. There are multiple reasons for muscle dysfunction in cancer patients ranging from ageing, cancer pathophysiology, physical inactivity and treatment related toxicity. Cancers are well known to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFN-γ, TNF-α and interleukins which can lead to activation of NF-κβ pathway leading to muscle degradation. Apart from secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines, cancer cells are metabolically active and require a rich supply of glucose, which may starve the muscle cells. Since incidence of cancer increases with age and more than 50% of all cancers are diagnosed in patients older than 65 years, age related decline in muscle mass can be a confounder for lower muscle strength [4].

Many cancer patients experience significant fatigue which can persist for years after remission. In addition to cancer itself, chemotherapy has significant toxicity ranging from nausea, vomiting, bone marrow suppression, neuropathy and oxidative stress leading to muscle dysfunction. Perceived fatigue in cancer patients is different from physiological fatigue as it is not relieved by rest and apparently worsens with intensification of chemotherapy [5]. All these factors contribute to muscle dysfunction in cancer patients. Studies in patients with locally advanced prostate cancer, early stage colorectal cancer, breast cancer survivors have all revealed lower hand grip strengths compared to age matched healthy controls [4]. The purpose of this review is to increase awareness of this simple to use, cheap and yet useful predictive technique in the clinic. This can go a long way in anticipating toxicity of treatments and saving health care dollars.
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a significant and independent predictor of disability with ADLs [11]. Evidence from observational studies also suggest a link between low HGS and cognitive decline in the elderly. One study reported 43% decrease in risk of developing Alzheimer’s dementia with one unit increase in muscle strength [12]. There seems to be a complex group of interactions between multitude of factors affecting nutrition, muscle strength, vascular disease and mortality [13]. Whether HGS can simply be regarded as a biomarker of ageing needs more research.

HGS has been shown to be a strong predictor of overall quality of life, functional limitations and disability when studied longitudinally [2]. Rantanen et al. in their study of healthy adults, showed that after a 25 year follow up, decreased HGS measured at an average age of 54 years, predicted functional limitations including dependence for activities of daily living, inability to do heavy household work and inability to rise from chair without using arms [2]. Muscle strength thus appears to track over the lifespan of an individual and those with higher baseline muscle strength, have higher reserve before functional incapacity sets in. This effect of muscle strength on late life disability was independent of comorbidities and chronic conditions that patients suffered [2].

Low HGS which functions as a good surrogate of overall muscular strength, is associated with increased mortality and morbidity in diverse samples of population groups which is not affected by social, cultural or economic background [9,14]. Specifically, older population and the octogenarians are prone to physical inactivity and low HGS with some reports estimating the prevalence of sarcopenia to be higher than 50%. Reduced muscle strength in turn is associated with physical disability, cognitive decline and mortality [9,14]. When divided by tertiles, elderly with the lowest tertile of HGS and those with the highest relative loss of HGS over a span of four-year period had significantly increased mortality as opposed to other groups [9,14]. HGS as measured by Hand held dynamometer (HHD) is closely related to ability to walk, serum protein level and ankle brachial index [13]. The fact that HGS is closely related with various measures of functional capacity could have significant implications for future studies which potentially could use HGS as the sole measure of functional capacity.

**Literature Review**

**Techniques of hand dynamometry**

Hand held dynamometers (HHD) are small, relatively cheap and powerful tools that have emerged as a valid and reliable tool for objectively assessing muscle strength [15]. Jamar hand dynamometer (JHD) is one of the more commonly used tool to assess handgrip strength (HGS) since it is validated, highly reliable, and easy to use [16]. JHD is a hydraulic dynamometer which has excellent inter-instrument reliability with other grip strength measurement devices. JHD is widely cited in medical literature and remains gold standard for comparing other hand-held devices [17]. It is prudent that a standardized approach be taken to take measurements to minimize error and that the same procedure is followed with every patient every time.

JHD has five handle positions; the second position is thought to be most reliable and recommended for routine use. HGS may however be artificially low in this position, especially in women with nails extending one centimeter beyond fingertip [17]. Grip setting at position three is also a standard testing position approved by American Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT) [15]. Each measurement should be taken with the patient seated comfortably in a chair and test arm resting on armrest at 90 degrees with elbow in 90-degree flexion. The other arm should be in a neutral position by the side. Familiarization with the equipment should be offered with one-two trial attempts before measuring HGS [15,17]. Using dominant hand versus non-dominant hand is another topic that merits discussion. One would expect dominant hand to have a higher HGS as opposed to non-dominant hand; however, this varies whether subject is right hand dominant versus left hand dominant. Bohanin in his review of 10 studies found right dominant subjects to be stronger on right but the results were equivocal in left dominant subjects. It may be prudent to avoid comparisons between dominant and non-dominant HGS [18].

Many states use JHD as a standard testing instrument for compensation determinations. JHD is a precision instrument with adjustable handles which can be placed in five grip positions, from 1.375 to 3.375inches, in half inch increments. The sealed hydraulic system features dual scale readout that displays isometric grip force from 0 to 200 pounds (90 kg) as shown in Figure 1. JHD displays grip force in both pounds and kilograms and automatically retains the highest reading until reset. It is isometric in use and allows almost no perceptible motion of handles, regardless of grip strength resulting in accurate and reproducible results. The average score of the three trials can be compared to the normative data which is provided with the instrument. From a statistical perspective, scores within two standard deviations of the mean are considered within normal limits.

Since patients with very small hands can have difficulty with second position, it may be argued that patients should be instructed to self-adjust HHD such that it fits comfortably relative to hand size [6]. This can however be a deviation from standardized approach. Due to significant variability in HGS with shoulder position, arm position, sitting versus standing, American Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT) has recommended standardized positioning with patients seated comfortably, shoulders adducted and in a neutral position, elbow flexed at 90°, forearm in neutral position and wrist dorsiflexed between 0 and 30°. Standardization could help in comparing inter study results and have wider applicability on general population [17].

Spijkerman et al. studied test retest reliability with four different measurement protocols and found good test retest reliability with all measurement protocols, however significantly different HGS. Highest
HGS was noted when patients were allowed a free comfortable arm position and a challenging stimulus was provided [19].

Current literature supports the use of at least three different trials for measuring HGS; however, it is unclear whether average of three readings or best reading should be used [20]. During repeated HGS measurements however, muscle strength decreases gradually as opposed to measurements after a rest period of 15-60 seconds [17]. Motivation and encouragement have been shown to improve muscle performance acutely, a phenomenon which is widely described [21].

Whatever be the approach, it should be consistent with all patients at all measurements and examiner must ensure that if encouragement is provided, it is consistent across all patients through the study period [20].

**Muscle strength and cancer outcomes**

Mortality from cancer has significantly decreased over the past 50 years, however cancer still remains a leading cause of death and cancer survivors experience significant morbidity from complications of cancer treatment and cancer itself [22]. HGS is well known to have positive correlation with overall muscle strength, functional ability and nutritional status in several chronic diseases including advanced cancer. Recently however, HGS has also been shown to be predictive of survival in advanced cancer patients. In a recent study of 203 patients by Kilgour et al. patients were divided in cohorts with HGS <10th percentile and >50th percentile and outcomes were measured. Study population was heterogeneous and most of the patients were either stage III lung, stage IV lung, pancreatic or gastric cancer, cancers which are more prone to develop cachexia. Cohort with decreased HGS also had significantly lower BMI, poor quality of life and poorer ECOG performance status. Authors concluded that HGS is a potential prognostic determinant of mortality in advanced cancer population. HGS predicted survival independent of gender, age and concurrent cancer treatments [15].

A prospective cohort study by Ruiz et al. studied all-cause mortality, cancer specific mortality in men in relation to muscle strength. Muscle strength was measured separately for upper body and lower body using a standardized strength training protocol with variable resistance weight machines. With an average follow up of 18.9 years, authors concluded that there was significant inverse association between muscle strength and mortality from cancer even after adjusting for age, physical activity, body mass index, co-morbidities, alcohol consumption and cardio-respiratory fitness. Cardio-respiratory fitness along with combination of strength predicts cancer specific mortality. This study was however limited to white men of medium to high socio-economic status. Also, this study does not clarify what cut off levels will be predictive of increased mortality. Muscle strength does however appear to be a continuum function and moderate level of fitness and strength can have positive outcomes on mortality [23].

Rollins et al. retrospectively studied association between muscle strength and body composition as measured by CT scans in unresectable pancreatic cancer. Median age of group was more than 60 years. Myosteatosis which is defined as attenuated skeletal muscle Hounsfield units was also studied. All patients were evaluated with standard fourth generation multi slice CT helical scanner machine and all images were obtained using same techniques. Measuring body composition with CT analysis may not be the best measure; however it still is comparable with DEXA scan and whole-body MRI. Sarcopenia in this study was not associated with worse survival; interestingly however patients with sarcopenic obesity and myosteatosis had worse survival. In the cohort with sarcopenia and myosteatosis, median survival was 114 days as opposed to 229 days in cohort without muscle dysfunction [24].

Another study of 62 patients with pancreatic cancer and age > 59 years noted similar findings. After adjusting in multivariate analysis, hazard ratio of 2.07 was calculated for patients with sarcopenic obesity [25].

Another single center study of 196 patients undergoing resection for hepatic metastasis with colorectal cancer analyzed body composition, muscles strength and compared outcomes with survival. A novel software application from based on MeVisLab version 2.2.1 was used to quantify intra-abdominal fat and skeletal muscle mass using standard diagnostic CT images. Sarcopenia was found in 19.4% of study population. Five-year disease-free survival for the group with sarcopenia was significantly worse at 15% versus 28.5% for the group without sarcopenia, hazard ratio (HR) of 1.88. Central obesity was associated with increased risk of recurrence in men. There was significant selection bias in this study as some patients were removed from study due to lack of CT scans. The cut off values for sarcopenia were again not clear and may vary from one population to another [26].

Villasenor et al. studied sarcopenia in 471 patients with early and locally advanced breast cancer in a prospective observational cohort study, utilizing DEXA scan, which is considered gold standard for measuring sarcopenia. After adjusting for age, race, smoking, alcohol, ethnicity, treatment type, comorbidities, waist circumference, total body fat percentage in a multivariate analysis and a median follow up of 9.2 years, sarcopenia was independently associated increased overall mortality with a hazard ratio of 2.86. Authors also found trend towards increased breast cancer specific mortality, but this was statistically not significant. There were no patients with sarcopenia and obesity in this cohort and hence a conclusion could be made on sarcopenic obesity [27].

Muscle strength as measured by hand grip dynamometer has been shown to be predictive of cancer outcomes in esophageal cancer. Trimodality therapy is considered standard for localized esophageal cancer and esophagectomy itself has considerable morbidity and mortality. Preoperative health status is an important predictor of post-operative recovery. In a cohort of 68 patients with a mean age of 60.7 years who underwent esophagectomy for esophageal cancer, low hand grip strength (defined as < 25 KgF) was significantly associated with higher perioperative mortality as well as 6-month mortality. Compared to other risk factors like diabetes, low albumin, weight loss; low hand grip strength had the highest relative risk for mortality, with an odds ratio of eight. Hand grip strength less than 25 KgF had a sensitivity of 75% and specificity of 79% for predicting mortality. Authors concluded that hand grip strength measurement is cheap, highly predictive and should be used for routine preoperative evaluation of patients undergoing esophagectomy [28].

Another single center study of 101 older patients with stage 3 melanoma who had available CT scans at the time of lymph node dissection were studied for disease free survival and distant disease-free survival as a function of muscle strength. Muscle strength was studied by measuring psoas muscle area and psoas muscle density, which is an objective measure of frailty, but it is not clear how well this correlates with overall muscle strength. On multivariate analysis, low muscle density was significantly associated with decreased distant disease-free survival [29].

Contrary to the above-mentioned studies which found a significant inverse relation of overall survival with muscle strength, a study of 57 patients with metastatic colorectal cancer who underwent treatment with conventional chemotherapy along with bevacizumab did not find an association with overall survival. Muscle strength was measured at baseline and within 3 months of initiating treatment using computed...
tomographic scans at lumbar vertebra L3 level. Authors observed a mean change of weight from 85kg to 83kg and mean skeletal muscle area dropped from 148 cm$^2$ to 145 cm$^2$ but there was no statistically significant association with adverse overall survival. Patients who gained muscle mass in the intervening period did have a trend towards better survival from 1.51 years to 1.73 years (p-value=0.33). This study however had selection bias as authors identified 107 patients with metastatic colorectal cancer and 50 patients were removed from analysis due to lack of CT scans. Follow up period was shorter for this study and bevacinumab itself may result in muscle wasting by disrupting PI3K and AKT pathways, which are important skeletal muscle pathways [30].

Muscle strength and other outcome measures

Whether low HGS is associated with recurrent hospital admissions is a more complex question to answer. While Isaia et al. showed that there was no significant association between HGS and hospital readmissions in a general population over 65 years of age [31], studies in elderly patients with COPD and pneumonia seems to suggest an increased risk of hospital readmission when controlled for other confounders. Further after an episode of hospitalization, HGS significantly decreased in those over 75 years of age [31,32].

Several subjective measures of ADLs correlate with objectively measured HGS. Simard et al. studied 123 elderly patients and developed questionnaire asking 28 questions. Best correlations were seen with, if patients had difficulty opening a jar and how patients compared self-rated grip strength with other people of same age [33]. Matsui et al. studied correlation of HGS with Bartholins index (BI) and found multiple correlations of individual items on BI with HGS, however the correlations were weak, and study included only 347 patients. Authors concluded that study population was small to conclude any differences, but the study still provided interesting information for future studies [10].

Yilmaz et al. compared exercise capacity, muscle strength and HRQOL measures in early stage versus advanced stage lung cancer patients and found that muscle strength, performance status and HRQOL was significantly lower in patients in advanced lung cancer group as opposed to patients in early stage lung cancer [34].

Interventions

Arbane et al. conducted a randomized controlled trial comparing twice weekly strength training versus usual care for patients undergoing lung resection for NSCLC and found that exercise training successfully prevented decline in muscle strength as was seen in the control arm. There was however, no change in HRQOL measures and walking distance which returned to baseline at 12 weeks in both the groups. Since long term outcomes were not measured and HRQOL scores returned to baseline in both groups, authors concluded that there was insufficient evidence to recommend strength training for patients undergoing lobectomy over and above, the usual care provided [35]. Cavalheri et al. reviewed three studies involving 178 patients comparing strength training versus usual care and concluded no significant differences seen in muscle strength at the end of study period. Study was however limited by small sample size and methodological limitations and disparities in the studies and authors noted that there was not enough evidence to commend on differences in muscle strength [36].

Advanced stage lung cancer patients who are not candidates for surgery can be treated with chemotherapy, leading to significant improvements in survival. Chemotherapy however, also significantly impacts patient’s activity level, consequently muscle strength and quality of life. Henke et al. tested efficacy of a specially designed strength and endurance training on independence and quality of life in advanced lung cancer patients receiving palliative chemotherapy. Only those patients who were able to complete more than 75% of training sessions were included in statistical analysis and it was noted that there were significant improvements in muscle strength in the intervention group. Interestingly, dropout rate in control group was higher than the intervention group and it was concluded that patients in intervention group had a sense of achievement and enthusiasm with ongoing strength training, leading to low dropout rate from study. It was concluded that strength training resulted in significant improvements in muscle strength, quality of life measures and must be offered to all advanced lung cancer patients receiving palliative chemotherapy [37].

Hwang et al. studied the effects of high-intensity aerobic exercise training although in a different subset of advanced lung cancer patients receiving only targeted therapy. No significant difference on muscle strength and endurance was found in intervention group as opposed to control group. It should however be noted that no strength training was given in this study. Isokinetic test at 180o which was used to measure muscle strength may not have been sensitive enough to detect the minor changes in muscle strength. Further, both control and treatment groups were small comprising less than 15 patients and almost everyone in control group had requested exercise consultation, likely resulting in non-significant differences in between groups [38].

Discussion

An alternative approach of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) of quadriceps in NSCLC patients was studied by Maddocks et al. in a pilot project. Even though trends favored NMES, no significant differences in muscle strength, endurance and activity level were found after 4 weeks of intervention [39].

Aerobic exercise training and resistance training are an integral part of an exercise program. Resistance training specifically decreases all-cause mortality by 33% and is recommended to be a part of any exercise regimen [40]. Vardar Yaglik et al. showed that Yoga along with aerobic exercise regimen is effective in improving muscle strength, functional exercise capacity and fatigue perception. HGS was higher in combined Yoga and exercise group as opposed to aerobic exercise group only [41]. Apart from Yoga, there is evidence from at least three randomized controlled trials about Tai Chi Chuan, a form of aerobic exercise which improves HGS [42].

An ongoing randomized controlled trial from Denmark will provide data on the effectiveness of supervised exercise intervention in patients receiving chemotherapy for advanced lung cancer. Exercise intervention will include strength training with 1.5-hour sessions twice a week. It will be interesting to see the results of this trial [43].

Conclusion

It is likely that treatment for advanced cancer and the cancer itself are a cause for significant decline in physical activity, functional status, HRQOL which leads to downward spiral leading to decreased muscle strength and its associated negative health effects. It is important to prevent this downward spiral of quality of life effects. Periodic assessment of muscle strength with HHD should thus be a part of any comprehensive health management plan for geriatric and advanced cancer patients with early referral to a strength training based physical exercise program.
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